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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for the 
Existence of the e-Property (A.E.P.) 
JACOB ZIV 
Scientific Department, Ministry of Defense, Tel-Aviv, Israel 
This paper derives both necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of the E-property (Asymptotic Equipart i t ion Prop- 
erty) for a finite alphabet source. 
I t  is shown that  ergodicity (or even stat ionarity)  are not necessary 
conditions for the existence of the E-property. The class of sources 
which possess the e-property is larger than the class of all ergodic 
sources and includes some nonstat ionary sources as well. The proof 
is elementary in the sense that  neither the ergodic theorem nor 
martingales theorems are used. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a set A of L symbols, which we call the source alphabet 
(L ~ ~ ). The separate symbols of this alphabet are called letters. Let 
us consider a sequence of letters, infinite on both sides 
= ( . - .  , X 1, X0 ,2 (1 ,  X2,  ..-). (1) 
The sequence ~ will be regarded as an elementary event in a proba- 
bility space ~t with a probability measure #. The source will therefore 
be denoted by [A, #]. 
Let us consider the set of all elementary events ~ such that 
X~ = a i ;  - -K  -< i -< n, (2) 
where a_K, a_(~_i) . . -  a0, al . - .  as are any letters of A. This set (a 
cylinder set) will be denoted by Z, and has a probability measure P(Z) .  
Let us denote by Un the cylinder set of all ~0's uch that 
Xi  = al ; 1 < i <= n, (3) 
and let us denote by VK the cylinder set of all ~'s such that 
Xj  = a j ;  -K  =< j < 0. (4) 
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The probability measure of the set V~ is therefore given by 
P(VK)  = P (X  K = a - r ;  X-(K-l) = a-(~-l) ; 
(5) 
• .. Xo = ao) = ~ . . .  ~ P (Z)  
{a~} {an} 
and the probability measure of U~ is given by 
P(Un)  = P (X l  = o~1 ;X2 = o~2 . . .  ; Xn = o~,~) 
(6) 
= E E "'" EP(Z) .  
{a--K} {a--(K--l)} {a0} 
Let us denote by P(  U~ l VK) the following probability measure: 
P(U~IVK)  = P (Z) /P (Vr : )  = P~(Zl  = al; . . .  
(7) 
. . .  X~ = ~ [X_~ = ~_~ - . .  Xo = so) 
Consider a given sequence ~o and denote by Tw the sequence 
Tw = ( . . . ,  X;1 ; Xo'; X / ;  X2', - . . )  (8) 
where X~' = XK+I. Let us denote by TiU,  the cylinder set of all ~'s 
such that 
X~ = a~ . j  + 1 < i < j +n  (9) 
and by TJV~ the cylinder set of all w's such that 
X~ = as; - (K - .7 ' )  --< i =<j. (10) 
Consider now the random variable i(n),  where 
i (n )  = -- 1 In P (U , )  
n 
(m)  
TJi(n) = _ 1 In P(TiU,~) 
Tb 
and let 
HJ(n ) = E[TJi(n)] = _ 1 ~ p(TJU,~) In P(TJUn) ,  
Tb {~iUn} 
HvK(n)  = _ 1E  P(U~ VK) lnP(U~[  V~), 
n {~.} 
HSvr:(n) = _ _1 E P(TJU,~I TiVK) In P(TiU,~ TiVr:). 
% {T~ n} 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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Clearly, H~K(n ) is an entropy which is conditioned on a specific "past  
h istory";  i.e., the event T iVx .  Thus, H~K(n ) is a random variable and 
the probabi l i ty that  is associated with it is that  of the event T~VK. 
The following theorem can now be stated: 
TI~OnEM. (a) .  Let 
S = {s:l im P~[T~V~:H~(n)  > s} = 0}, j, K = 1, 2 . . .  
n-->co 
and let, 
H* = inf {s}. 
sCs  
Then, for any positive e and any j = 1, 2, 3, . . .  
l im Pr[T~i(n) -- H* > el = 0. 
n-->oo 
Hence, 
lira P~[P(Xj+~ = aj+l, . . .  , X~+~ = aj+~) < e -('*+~)'] = 0. 
n-->~ 
(b) : A necessary and su~cient condition for the existence of a number 
H such that 
lira Pr[[ TJi(n) -- H I  > el = O, 
n. ->~ 
o~ °equivalently, 
l im Pr[e -(H+~)~ < P(X~+I = a j+l ,  --" , Xj+~ = a3"+~) < e -(~-~)~] = 1 
nooO 
for any j = 1, 2, • • • and for any positive e is the following: 
(1) The source has a well-defined entropy, that is, the limit, 
[ 1 ~ p(T iU~) logP(T JUn) l  l imH~(n)  = lira -- n I r J~l  
exists for all j = 1, 2, • • • . 
(2) H* = lim H~(n) = H, 
n-->~ 
where H* is as defined in part ( a ) of the theorem. 
The property  which is the conclusion of Section b of this theorem is 
called the E-property or the A.E.P.  (asymptot ic  equipartit ion property) .  
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It was first shown by McMillan that this property exists for an ergodic 
source (MeMillan, 1953; Kinchin, 1957). An elementary combinatorial 
proof for ergodic sources without using the theorem of martingales , 
which was the tool for proving the A.E.P. in many works including 
l~leMillan's, was Nven by Thomasian (1960). For other references, 
see Kotz (1966). 
In this paper we derive both the necessary and the sufficient eondi- 
tions for the existence of the A.E.P., as stated in the above theorem. 
If, for example, H~K(n ) converges (in probability) uniformally with 
respect to any TJVK (and any j and K), to some constant which is inde- 
pendent of TJVK, then this constant must be equal to H*. Now, 
P(TJVK)H~K(n) is a conditional entropy and is therefore no larger 
than Hi(n). Thus, by section a of the theorem 
H* = lira ~'. P(TJVK)H~K(n) < lira Hi(n) < H*. 
Therefore, in this case, 
H* = limHJ(n) = H 
n -->ao 
and, by part b of the theorem, the source possesses the A.E.P. In other 
words, the A.E.P. exists if the effect of "past history" on H~(n) 
"fades away." However, the source does not have to be ergodie or even 
stationary. 
Furthermore,  Section b of the theorem indicates that any source can 
always be block-encoded into e "H* words, where  n is the block-length, 
with a probability of error that goes to zero as n goes to infinity. 
It will be demonstrated in Chapter  B,  that any  source can be encoded 
into e H'n code words, with a probability of error that decreases ex- 
ponentially with n. 
H* -- sup max H~(n). 
J,~ VK 
Clearly H* -> H*. 
The proof that follows is elementary in the sense that neither the 
ergodic theorem nor martingales theorems are used. In the first part of 
the following proof, Section a and the sufficient conditions for Section b 
of the main theorem are derived (Chapter II and Chapter I I I  respec- 
tively). The second part of the proof (Chapter IV) consists of a con- 
verse theorem by which the necessary conditions of Section b of the 
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main theorem are derived. Examples are brought in Chapter V, fol- 
lowed by some concluding remarks (Chapter VI). 
II. THE A.E.P. THEOREM: SECTION a 
LEMMA 1. Let D be an arbitrary constant, and j a positive number 
(j = 1, 2 , . . . ) .  Then 
P~(TJi(U,) > D) <= e-~P~-a~°'~)l; p > O, (15) 
where 
GJ(p,n) = l l n  ~ P(TJU~) 1-p 
and is therefore qual, for p < 1, to Rkayi's entropy of the order 1 -- p 
( R$nyi, 1961). 
Proof. Let p be a nonnegative number; then 
P~(T~i(n) > D) = ~ P(TJU~) 
{T]U n such that T] (n)>D} 
Thus 
Pr(TJi(n) > D) <= e -n'D ~ P(TJU~) 1-p 
{ Ti ~n} 
= e--nP[D--G](P, ~)] 
LEMMA 2. Let  
a Aon) = ! In 
np 
then 
where 
~_ ,p ( i  T U,~ I TJV~) 1-p , 
{T]U n } 
GJ(p, n) ~ 1 _ in L -5 max G~K(p, n) 
n 
max G{K(p, n) = sup max G~K(p, n). 
K,] VK 
Proof. 
Oi(p,n) = l l n  ~ [~-~ P(TJUn[ T~V1)P(TJV1)] 1-p 
np {T]~n} {TiVt} 
Q.E.D. 
(16) 
(17) 
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Thus, by Jensen inequality (Hardy et al., 1952) and with 0 = p _-_ 1 
GJ(p,n) =< 1_-1~ ~ cr~.h}P(TJU,~[ TJV~)~-PP(TiV~) 1-p 
np {T~Un} 
_ 1 In [~_, P(TJV~) ~-° ~:~ P(T~U~ r~gl) ~-°] 
~rbp {T2"Vl} {TtUn} 
<l ln  {~-~ p( TiV1)~-O max ~ P(TsU~[ T;'V~) l-o} 
~bp {T3"VI } {T]Un} 
where 
max Z 
{T]Un} 
T Us I TJV~)~-P p( 
= sup max ~ P(TJU~ I TiVK) 1-t 
K,j FK {T]VK} 
(18) 
I t  is easy to show that the probability distribution that maximizes the 
term 
P(TJV1) 1-0 
is the one for which P(T;V1) = 1/L for all the L single-letter cylinders 
TJV1. Therefore, 
P(TiV~) ~-p < L p. (19) 
ITiV~} 
Inserting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) yields 
GJ(p, n) -<__ max G~r(p , n) _}_ _1 In L; 0 _-< p =< 1 
/b 
since In x is a monotonic4ncreasing function of x. Q.E.D. 
LnMMA3. Letm>n(m = 1 ,2 , . . .  ;n  = 1 ,2 , - . . ) ; thea  
- -max  ~(p, m) => max G ~(p,n);  0 _-< p <= 1. (20} 
n 
Proof. 
P(TJU,, I TiVK) = P(TJU, I TJV~)P(TJ+nU~-, I TJV~ ; T JU.)(21) '
TJV ~pITJ+nTT = P(TJU~ ] K  ~ ~m-~ I Ti+~V~+~) 
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Thus 
uGly(p, m) = 1 In [ E 
P {TiUn} 
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P( T~U~ [T~VK) I-p 
• +~ P( T/+'U=-~ [TJ+'VK+~) I--°]- 
{Ti nUm_n} 
Now let 0 < p =< 1. Then 
P( T~+'~U~. [ T~+'~VK+,~) ~-~>= 1" 
{TiUm_n} 
Thus 
ma Ap, m) > 1 In E 
P {TiUn} 
O< <1.  
P(TJU~] T~VK) 1-p = nG~(p,  n). 
Hence, 
m 
- max G~(p, m) => max G~K(p, n). Q.E.D. 
n 
LEMMA4. Letn = lq, l = 1 ,2 , . . -  ;q = 1 ,2 , - . .  ;then 
max G~:(p, lq) < max G~(p, q). (22) 
Proof. 
P( TsU,q ] TJV~:) = P( TJUq TiV~:)P( Ti+qUq ] TJV~: , Uq) . . .  
= P(TJUq T~V~:)P(TJ+qUq I TJ+qVK+q) (23) 
Tj+Z-1) q V • "" P(TJ+(z-1)qUq ] K+(z-1)q). 
Thus 
1 
G~K(P, lq) = ~ln  [ E P(TJUq] TJV~:) 1-p 
{TIUq} 
P( Ti+qUq ] TJ+qV~:+q)I-P . . .  
{T]+quq} 
+ ~ P( T i+(l-~)p Uql TJ+(t-1)qV ~-pl [T] ( -- )qUq} K-~-(l--1)q] J. 
Now, for any p, p.= j, j -5 1, • .... , j -5 ! -- 1, we have by Eq. 18 that 
P( T~Uq ] TPVk+~_i) ~-P <= max ~ P( TiUq ] TJV~) x-p. 
{TPUq} {T]Uq} 
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Thus 
ZIV 
1 G~(p, lq) < ~ In [max 
{TJUq} 
Therefore, by Eq. 17 
max G~K(p, n) _<_ _1 In [max 
pq {TiUq} 
P( TJUq I TJVK)~-°] ~. 
P( TJU~ I TJV~)~-q 
since In x is a monotonic-increasing function of x. 
LEMMA5. Letm > n . (m= 1 ,2 , . . .  ;n = 1,2, 
max H~K(n) = sup max H~K(n) 
K,j g K 
where H{K(n) is defined in (14). Then 
H~ ( ) H~ ( ) - -max  K m > max n 
n 
Proof. By (14) and (21) we have 
mH~K(m) = -- ~ P(T~U~ I TJV~)[lnP(TiU~ I V~) 
{ TJ Un} 
k m--~ -¢ rK-}-n) 
{Ti Urn--n} 
• In  P(TJ+~U~_~ I T~'+~V~:+~] • 
l~ow 
Thus 
_ ! m~ G~(p, q) 
Pq 
Q,E.D. 
• • • ) ; and let 
(24) 
r •  P(TJ+~U~ - .  I Ti+~VK+,) In P~TJ+~U T ~+~v " = , ,~  I ~+~)  > O. 
mH~Am) _-> nH~An), 
and therefore m/n max H~K(m) >= max H~x(n). 
L~.~M.~ 6. Let n ---- lq; l = 1 ,2 , . . .  ; q = 1 ,2 , . . . .  Then 
max H~K(lq) <= max H~(q) .  
(25) 
Q.E.D. 
(26) 
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Proof: By (23) we have i 
1 {~-~ p(T~Uq I TJVK) In P(TJUq] TJV~) -t- H~K(lq) = -- l-q [~q~ • 
• .. + ~_, P(TJUq[TJV~:) ~ ... +~_~ 
{TiUq} {TiTquq} {Ti (!-- )qUq} 
Tj+(~-I)qV ~ j+(~-l)q P(T ~+(t-1)q Uq [ K+(l-1) qJ In I P(T Uq r/~J-~(/--1) q T I  ~ ) 1 v K+(l-])q] j • 
Now, for anyp,  p = j , j+  1 , . . . , j+ l -  1, we have by Eq. 24 
_ 1 ~_, p(TvVq [TvVK+(~j)) In P(T~Uql T~V~+(~-j)) <= maxi l la(q) .  
q {rv~q} 
Thus 
1 H~:(lq) <= ~q 1 {q max H~K(q)[ 
and therefore 
Now let 
= max H~:(q) 
max H~x(lq) < max H~K(q). Q.E.D. 
and therefore 
Thus 
We shall now show that this limit always exists (as stated in Section a 
of the main theorem). Let 
a = lira inf max H~K(n). 
n-->oo 
I t  is easy to show that the probability distribution that maximizes the 
entropy H~:(n) is the one for which P(T~U. 1 TJVK) = 1/Ln for each 
one of the L" cylinders TJU~. Thus 
0 <H~ (n) < lnL 
max H~K(n) <= In L. 
O__<a<lnL< oo. 
H* = lira max H~K(n ). (27) 
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Let e > 0 be given arbitrarily and let the subscript q be chosen such 
that 
max H~K(q) < a + e. 
For any n > q we determine an integer 1 > 1 such that 
( l -  1)q <= n <= lq. 
I t  then follows from Lelmna 6 (Eq. 26) that 
max H~K(lq) < max H{~:(q) 
and by Lemma 5 (Eq. (25)) that 
max H{K(n) <= lq max H{B:(lq). 
Therefore 
max H{K(n) < ~max H{K(lq) < l =n ~ max H{K(q) < (a + e). 
and therefore for sufficiently large n (and hence for appropriately arge 
l) 
a e-< maxH~:(n)  < 1 1 -~(a+ e) < a+ 2e. 
But since ~ is arbitrarily small 
lira max H~(n)  = a = H*, 
n-~oo 
which completes the proof of Eq. 27. 
From (27) we get that it is possible to choose an integer q such that 
for any n > q and any positive number el, 
max I H~(q)  - H* I  < el ; ex > O. 
ik~OW, 
J qpGvK(p, q) 
= In ~ P(TiUq ] TiVK) 1-" < 
[TIUq} 
since In x < x -- 1 for any x. 
E 
{T]Uq} 
(2s) 
P(TJUq ] TJVK) 1-p -- 1 
(29) 
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Also, for any integer M we have 
0 M 
E P(TJUql T~VK) 1-p = [ E P(TJU~I TJV~) I-P 
~pM {TJUq} {TJUq} 
• In M P(TJUq]TsVK)] ( -  1)"  => 0. 
Thus, by the Taylor expansion theorem and by (29) and (30) 
qo G~K(p, q) <= ~ P(TJUq]TJVK) 1-p - 1 
{TI~ZK} 
By (30) we have 
0 _-<p~[E 
{T]Uq} 
p202 
and also 
0 3 
{TIUq} 
P( TiUq I TSVK) l-p] p=o 
P( TJUq I TSVx)I-P] • 
O [ ~ p(TsUq[TsVK)I_p] I = qH~K(q) 
ap {TJvq} p=o 
P( TJUq I TSV~:) t-p] 
1 ~ p(TSUql TJV~:)~_p it3 p(TJUq[ TJVK)t-p 
(1  - p )  2 i r i~q l  
Now, it is easy to show that 
max X In 3 X = @-2, 
Thus, by (33), 
0 3 1 
- -  Z P(TJU~i TJV~) 1-~ < (1 p)2 ~ Op 2 {Tivq} 
0<X<I .  
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
since there are L q different cylinders TSUq. The insertion of (32) and 
(34) into (31 ) yields 
P Lq2e -3. (35) G~K(p, q) < H~K(q) + q(1 -- p)2 
@-2 
(34) 
L q @-2 
(1 - -  p) 2 
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For any positive number ~2 one can therefore choose a number po(0 
_-< p0 <= 1) such that 
G~(po, q) <= H~K(q) + e2 ; for all cylinders TJVK. (36) 
Thus, by (17) and (24) 
max e~:(po , q) <= max H~v~(q) -~ ~2. (37) 
Let us determine an integer I such that for any n > q 
(1-  1)q <n <=lq. 
Then, by Lemma 3 (Eq. 20) and Lemma 4 (Eq. 22) we have 
lq l max Gv~:(po, n) < - max G~vK(po, lq) < - -  max GivK(po,q). (38) 
=n =/ - -1  
Inserting (28) and (38) into (37) yields 
1 [max H~vK(q) ~- 6] < l [H* -t- el -t- e~], max GvK(po, n) <= l -  1 l "  1 
and therefore for sufficiently large n (and hence for appropriately large 
l) 
max G~vK(po, n) <= H* + 2(el -+- ~). (39) 
The insertion of (17) and (39) into (15) yields 
P~(Tii(n) > D) <= LP°e-P°'w-~*~K (p°'')] 
nP° e -pO n[D-H*-2( EI + e~) ]. 
Now let 
e - 4(el + e2), 
and let 
D =H*+~.  
Then 
0 ~ P~(Tii(n) > H* + ~) <= LP°e -p°~(~l~) 
Therefore, for any j = 1, 2, 3,  - . .  
Ylm P~(TSi(n) > H* + e) = 0 (40a) 
where e is an arbitrary positive number. 
Now, for any positive e and any large enough n, there exist some j
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= jo and some K = Ko such that, 
H °o(n) > H* ° 
= 2 
Therefore, for any constant H* 
J0 R,.(TJi(n) > H* + e) = PT(T~i(n) > H* + e; Hy~o(n) < H*) 
+ Pr(TJi(n) > H* + e; H~o(n) > H*) 
< Pr(Tgi(n) > H~°Ko(n) + e) + P~(H~°o(n) > H*) 
< P~ TJi(n) > H* + + P~(Hv~o(n) > ). 
In particular, let H* be defined as in Section a of the main theorem. 
Then, by (40a), 
limP~(TJi(n) > H* + e) = 0. Q.E.D. (40b) 
nooo  
I I I .  THE  A.E.F. THEOREM:  SECTION b: SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS 
Let us assume that the limit 
l imHJ(n)  = l im[  -1  ~ . - . ~  ,-~ n - l r J~ , IP (T JU ' ) lnP(T~U~) I  (41) 
exists for a l l j ( j  = 1, 2, 3 ,  • .. ) and is equal to/-/. (H is then called the 
entropy of the source); if the source is stationary, it always has an en- 
tropy (Kinchin, 1957). 
Furthermore, let H* = H where H* is defined as in Section a of the 
main theorem. Then by (40b) 
lim P~(TJi(n) > H + ~) = 0 (42) 
for all j ( j  = 1, 2, 3,  • • • ) and for any arbitrary positive ~. 
We now follow Thomasian (Thomasian, 1960; Ash, 1965; Wolfowitz, 
1964). 
LEMMA 7. Let 
e>O,  ~>0.  
Then 
0 <= ~ -- (~ + e)P,{Tii(n) < Hi(n) -- e} + In LP,{T~i(n) 
> H~(n) + ~} _ 1 p~{T~i(n) > Hi(n) + ~} (43) 
n 
• In P~{TJi(n) > Hi(n) + ~}. 
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Proof. Let s' be the set of all co's such that TJi(n) < Hi(n) -- ~, 
and let P(s') be the probability measure of s'. Let s" be the set of all 
¢0's such that TJi(n) > Hi(n) + ~, and let P(s '~) be the probability 
measure of s". Let s" be the complementary set to s' U s 't. Thus 
H~(n) = E[TJi(n)] < (H~(n) - -  e)P(s') + (HS(n) + ~)P(s") 
+ E~,,[TJi(n)]P(s" ) 
where E~,,[TJi(n)] is the expectation of Tii(n) given that TJi(n) C s". 
Now, since P(s") < 1 - P(s') we have 
Hi(n) < (Hi(n) + ~) - (~ + e)P(s') + E,,[TJi(n)]P(s"). (44) 
Let the number of elements of the set s" be m. The expression 
j .  n E~,,[T ,(n)]P(s ) is therefore of the form 
~P,  lnP¢ where ~P,  = P(s"). 
i=1  i= l  
or  
Now, by Ash (1965) 
_~ P~ 1 P~ 
-- ~ P~ In Pi <= P(s") In m - P (s" )  In P(s" ) .  
i= l  
Therefore 
_ 1 
P(s")E.~(T~i(n)) =< P(s") 1 In m - - P(s") In P(s"). 
n ~ 
Since the number of sequences of length n with letters in A is L" we have 
m < L ~. Thus, 
P(s")E,,,(TSi(n)) <= P(s") lnL  - 1p(s")  in P(s").  (45) 
n 
The insertion of Eq. 45 into Eq. 44 yields Eq. 43. 
Now, by Eqs. 41 and 42 it follows that 
limP~(TJi(n) > HS(n) + ~) = 0 (46) 
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for a l l j  ( j  = 1, 2, 3, 
we have 
or 
• . . )  and for any ~ > 0. Thus, by (43) and (46) 
IV. THE CONVERSE THEOREM 
THEORE~I. Assume that the limit 
H = lira H~(n) 
exists for all j ( j  = 1, 2, 3, .. • ) and is independent of j J  Assume that 
H* > H. Therefore, by definition (Section a of the main theorem), there 
exist a positive number e, and a positive number 7, such that for any posi- 
tive number no, there exist a number n >~ no and a number j ( j  = 1, 2, 
3 , . . . )  for which 
(1) H~(n)  > H + e;forsom e TJV~, 
(2) the probability measure ~( S) of the set S that consistsof all 
cylinders T3Vx that satisfies (1) is larger than 7. (49) 
I t  is easy to show that  if the l imit lim~v~ Hi(n) exists, it is also independent 
of j~. 
lim sup Pr(Ti i(n) < Hi(n) - e) <- 
n~ - ~-ke"  
Now, for fixed e, let ~ go to zero; thus 
lira P~[T~i(n) < Hi(n) -- e] -- 0 (47) 
for any positive e and for any j ( j  = 1, 2, 3,  . . . ) .  
Therefore, by (42) and (47) we have that 
lim P~[I T~i(n) - Hi(n)  ] > e] = 0, (48) 
for any positive e and any j ( j  = 1, 2, 3,  . . .  ). 
Therefore, we may conclude that a sufficient condition for the exist- 
ence of the e-property is
H* = l imHJ(n)  = H for all j. 
as stated in Section b of the main theorem. 
0 _-__ ~ - (~ -k e) lim sup Pr(TJi(n) < H~(n) - e) 
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Then 
lim sup max P[] TJi(n) - H I > el > 0 
and therefore the e-property does not exisl. 
Proof• The conditional expcctation of H~K(n) over all TJVK such that 
T~VK E S is 
~P (TiVK I TJVK E S)H~(n)  = ~ ~ P(TiVKI T~VK C S) 
{TiVK} {TJVK} {TiUn~ 
.p(TJU ~ I TJV~) l l n  1 
n P(TJU~I TiVt ") 
= - -  ~ ~ P(TiVKiT¢VK C S) 
{T~V K } [TJU n} 
p(TJU~ )
• P(TiU~ [ T~VK) In p(TiU. [ TiVK ) 
- -  In P(TiU,,) 1 . 
Now 
Thus 
In P( TJU") < P( TiUn) 
P(TiU. [ T~VK) = P(T~U. [ TJVK) 
. 
Z Z 
ITiVK} ITiU.} 
P(TiV~ I TJVx C S)H~K 
- ' TiVK C S){[P(T~U.)] <=1 ~ ~ p(TiVK,
-- P(TJU. [ TiVK) In P(T~U.)} - 1 
_ 1 ~ ~ P(TiVK;TcU~] TiVK e S) 
n IriS'K} Iriu.I 
• In P(TiU.) = E~ e .~ {T~i(n)} 
where E~ez{TQ(n)} is the conditional expectation of TJi(n) over all 
elementary events ~, such that ~ C S. Therefore, by (49) 
E~es{Tii(n)} >= Y + e. (50) 
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Let us define a set S* including ~ E S, such that, i(n) > H+ (e,12) 
-(S* c S). 
Therefore, the probability measure of S* is 
P = t~(S*) = Pr{TJ(n) > H + -~[ o~ E S}~(S) (51) 
Now, we say that a cylinder U~ is in S* if all ~eU, are in S and if 
T~i(n) = 1 In P(T~U,) > H + 
n 
Let the number of cylinders L~ in S* be m. Since the number of the 
sequences of length n ~ith letters in A is L ~ we have 
m < L ~. (52) 
Thus 
E: ~ s {T~i(n)} = 
+ 
P(T~U. I ~ E S)TJi(n) 
{TiUn} 
P(TJU,,I ~ E S)Ti i (n) 
[viun E s*} 
P(T~U, [ ~ E s)r~i(n).  
{TiU~ £ (S--S*)] 
Inserting (49), (50) and (,51) into (53) yields 
(53) 
H + ~ < E~,es{TJi(n)} < H + ~ 
~- ---- 2 
Thus 
+ i ~ p(TJU,)T~i(n). 
{Tilt. 6 S*} 
E < ~ p(TiU,,)T~i(n) 0 < ~7~ = trJv.~s.l 
- E 
n {TiUn E s*} 
P(T iU, )  111 P(TiU,,). 
Now, by definition [Eq. 51] 
P( TJU.) = P. 
{TiUn E S*} 
(54) 
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Therefore Ash (1965), with the aid of Eq. (52), yields 
_ 1 ~ P(T JU ' )  In P(TsU'~) < _1 In m =< L 
n t r~~,  e s*~ P P - n 
or 
Thus, by (54) 
Therefore 
P(T3"U,~)TSi(n) <= P lnL  - P lnP .  
{TiUneS*} 
e < P lnL - -  P lnP  =P ln  L o<~= p. 
E P = P, T i i (n)  > H+~;~E > 6 > 0 (55a) 
where ~ is the solution of the equation 
L 
ln~ =~2.  (55b) 
~OW, 
Inserting (56) into (55) yields 
Now, n > no and no is arbitrary. Thus, 
sup max P, ( IT i i (n )  -- H I > ~ >6 > 0. Q.E.D. lira 
\ 
In the above theorem, it has been assumed that the entropy l im.~ 
Ha(n) exists and is equal to H, for all j ( j  = 1, 2, 3, . . .  ). Now, if 
lhn P~(I T3"i(n) -- K I > E) = o 
for some constant K, it follows (Thomasian, 1960) that necessarily 
K = H = limH3"(n). 
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Thus, if for some j the limit of Hi(n)  does not exist, it follows that in 
such a case the e-property, as defined in this paper, does not exist as 
well. 
Therefore, we may conclude that the ~-property can exist only if 
(1) The limit H = lim~++HJ(n) exists for al l j ( j  = 1, 2, 3,  -. .  ) 
(2)  I-I* = H.  
With this step, the proof of section b of the main theorem is thus 
completed. 
V. EXAMPLES 
(A) Suppose we have a collection of stationary memoryless ources, 
[d<, it<I, one for each element S~ in some arbitrary finite set S. The 
identity of the source to be used is being chosen by "nature," according 
to a probability distribution P(S~) where ~ P(S~) = 1. We thus de- 
fine a compound source, which is in general not ergodic. It follows that 
if all sources [A~, t*~] in S have the same entropy H, then H is the 
entropy of the compound source and also 
H* : max H~ = H, 
Bi E 8 
where H ,  is the entropy of the source [A~, ~]. 
Thus, by part b of the m~in theorem the compound source though 
non-ergodic, possesses the A.E.P. 
(B) Suppose we have a collection of time-varying, memoryless 
sources [A<,/~], one for each element & in some arbitrary set 8. The 
identity of the source to be used is assumed to be chosen by '!nature" 
according to a probability measure P(&)  as in the previous example. 
Let 
P(V~lV~)  = P (g~[&)  = P , (X I I&)P2(X=iSO . . . e~(x~I&) .  
Thus the successive l tters are independent, but the probability distribu- 
tion PK(X~ I &) of the Kth letter, XK, is a function of K, and of the 
state S<. 
It is readily verified that the compound source has an infinite memory 
and is time-varying. 
Let us further impose the following condition: 
-- Z: r~(z~ ] &) log PK(XK I S,) = H 
{XK} 
for any K and any & E S. It then follows that each source [A~, t~<] has 
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an entropy which is equal to H, and that H is the entropy of the com- 
pound channel as well. Furthermore, 
H* = maxH~ =H 
~iE,g  
where H~ is the entropy of the source [A~, ~]. 
Thus, by part b of the main theorem, the compound channel (M- 
though nonstationary and with an infinite-memory) possesses the A.E.P. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Both necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the e- 
property have been derived for finite alphabet sources. I t  has been shown 
that although ergodicity is a well-known sufficient condition (McMfllan, 
1953), the class of finite alphabet sources that possess the e-property is 
much wider indeed and includes some nonstationary sources as well. I f  
a finite alphabet source does not possess the e-property, it can still be 
block-encoded into a code containing no more than e ~* code-words 
(where n is the block-length) with a vanishing probability of encoding 
error. 
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